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Abstract—The analysis of human movement has attracted the attention of many scholars of various disciplines today. The purpose of such systems is to perceive human behavior from a sequence of video images. They monitor the population to find common properties among pedestrians on the scene. In video surveillance, the main purpose of detecting specific or malicious events is to help security personnel. Different methods have been used to detect human behavior from images. This paper has used an efficient computational algorithm for detecting anomalies in video images based on the combined approach of the differential evolution algorithm and cellular neural network. In this method, the input image's gray-level image is first generated. Because it may be possible to identify several large areas in the image after the threshold, the largest white area is selected as the target area. The images are then used to remove noise, smooth the image, and fade the morphology. The results showed that the proposed method has higher speed and accuracy than other methods. The advantage of the algorithm is that it has a runtime of three seconds on a home computer, and the average sensitivity criterion is 98.6% (97.2%).
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I. INTRODUCTION

The analysis and investigation of human movements have attracted the attention of many researchers in different fields. Such systems aim to understand human behavior from a sequence of video images [1, 2]. Security cameras are installed in many organizations that are important for security and can monitor and record the situation of a place at all times. Human behavior detection systems are also one of the most important needs of surveillance systems in the sequence of video images captured by surveillance cameras [3, 4, 5]. Usually, all automatic detection or monitoring systems limit the detection mechanisms of the desired objects in the field of view to the tracking and activities of objects in the same image areas. Crowd monitoring is used to identify general characteristics among passers-by in a scene [6, 7, 8, 9]. These properties include population size, density, growth rate, traffic patterns, and the detection of abnormal events. In video surveillance, the main goal is to detect specific or abnormal events to help security personnel. Surveillance systems in use today rely on the performance of a human operator. They are expected to view many screens recorded by different cameras, often simultaneously. Generally, classification is one of the most important and difficult steps in image processing [10, 11]. Various methods have been used to recognize human behavior from images, but some of these methods do not show optimal performance in some situations, and in some cases, the methods used are either not able to detect people under certain conditions or do not have high accuracy [12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. Another problem with several methods is that they require a powerful processing unit to achieve the desired detection speed. Among the significant problems, when there is a need to model busy and complex scenes due to occlusion, the use of background reduction to classify motion areas and the trajectory method for feature extraction fail [17, 18, 19]. Some of these problems can be seen in Fig. 1. As seen in Fig. 1, people have much variety in the shape and color of their clothes. Also, different lighting conditions can be seen in the images. There is also a partial or total overlap of the person's image with other objects and people [20, 21, 22, 23]. The superiority of cellular neural networks in low-level image processing over common digital image processing systems is due to two features of this network. These features include parallel processing of the analog image signal and cross-sectional or local connections among network cells, making it easy to build cellular neural networks. In this research, abnormalities will be detected from video images. For this, the cellular neural network method will be used. Since this network needs optimized parameters, the differential evolution algorithm will be used to optimize the features for training. This algorithm is similar to the genetic algorithm, except that changes have been made in the operations of mutation and combination. The differential evolution algorithm will use the training data set to calculate the fitness function for the produced chromosome. Based on this, the template generated by the differential evolution algorithm is coded. Then, one of the two main images from the database is randomly selected. After producing a suitable template for the cellular neural network, all the images in the database will be given to the network for segmentation. Recognizing moving objects and people in the dark or in environments with insufficient light is one of the limitations of this research.

A. Motivation and Contributions

Detecting and tracking moving people (such as the abnormality of a person in several consecutive images of a scene) has many challenges, including the great variety of people in terms of shape, color, and clothing. It is also possible that, according to the angle of placement of people in front of the camera, the person's appearance may change, or a person may overlap with another person or other objects in the scene. For this reason, it isn't easy to detect and recognize people in crowded environments. Therefore, local motion information should be extracted at the pixel level using spatial and temporal detectors and the optical flow characteristics of shape, color, and clothing to extract features in such scenes. It
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is also possible that, according to the angle of placement of people in front of the camera, the person’s appearance may change, or a person may overlap with another person or other objects in the scene.

For this reason, it isn't easy to detect and recognize people in crowded environments. Therefore, local motion information should be extracted at the pixel level using spatial and temporal detectors and optical flow characteristics to extract features in such scenes. It will be possible to view the video image. The contributions of the authors in the article are as follows:

II. RELATED WORKS

This section introduces some methods to detect human behavior abnormalities in video images. It is presented a method for detecting local and series anomalies in crowded scenes using k=24 bucket representation with sparse (MHOF). In this method, the multi-comparison histogram of the optical flow on three scales is used to accurately store the movement direction information and the movement energy information to express the characteristics [24]. Another support vector regression machine (SVR) method has been used for pedestrian detection. In this paper, to extract the feature, the features of the Harr wavelet and directional histogram have been used, and in the classification section, in addition to using SVR, the classifier K-nearest neighbor (KNN) has also been used. The results of the experiments have shown the high accuracy of the algorithm presented in this paper [25]. Researchers used fuzzy logic to detect anomalies in human behavior. In this paper, to determine which rules are suitable, the effectiveness of each rule was evaluated based on the speed and environmental conditions of the pedestrian. This method is very time-consuming due to the type of search that requires the search window to be moved pixel-by-pixel in both horizontal and vertical directions and is not suitable for real-time or live applications [26]. Also, researchers have used graph formulation to diagnose human behavioral abnormalities. In this method, a model of the appearance and dynamics of the scene is created, and the features of the pixel level are used. Each designated location defines the center of the video cell, from which the edges and vertices of the graph are extracted. A tree is trained during the training phase. The probability of each of the obtained spatio-temporal volumes and the representation of its salient points are generated. An anomaly is where the probability is less than a threshold. The results showed that using graphs provided complete coverage of the problem space. However, it takes a long time to process and calculate [27]. In this research, optical flow and gradient have been used to detect anomalies. As a result, among these methods, a bag of words is a suitable method for distinguishing abnormal combinations from normal events, especially in complex scenes that include different classes of objects and events. Like anomalies in traffic scenes, a method for rapid anomaly detection for surveillance systems, with real-time capability and reliable detection and localization, is proposed. Each event includes a set of spatio-temporal volumes. This method creates a model of normative behavior by initializing the algorithm with a small number of video sequences, then seeks to detect anomalies and gradually updates the model [28]. Researchers tried to speed up pedestrian detection by using a neural network. In this method, they were recognized based on the rescaling method in deep learning and by sharing features across the model. The results of this method have been better than the normal neural network in terms of processing speed [29]. In order to build an advanced driver assistance system (ADAS), researchers introduced a method based on fuzzy clustering and convolutional neural networks. In this paper, the candidate areas are revealed first. Then a quick method is used to extract the features. In order to extract the candidate areas, the fuzzy clustering method is used. After the features are extracted, to check whether there are pedestrians in those candidate areas or not, neural networks have been used. This type of neural network is made by imposing restrictions on weights and how to connect the neurons of a standard neural network and creates a network suitable for processing data with temporal or spatial distribution [30]. In another study, pedestrians were recognized based on gradient and texture features. This method used principal component analysis (PCA) to reduce the dimensions of textural and rotational features. Experiments on two different data sets showed the better efficiency of this approach compared to similar methods [31]. A robust method for human detection in underground image sequences that
works based on learning systems was presented. An SVM support vector machine classifier is used for detection, so that after the preprocessing process, the patterns of the image in which human presence is likely are extracted and fed into the SVM. The OSU pedestrian database has been used to learn and test the proposed algorithm. The results of the implementation of the presented algorithm on this database show the efficiency and appropriateness of the algorithm [32]. They presented another method to remove the background in the images of the outside environment that does not have a fixed background. There are things like the movement of leaves and moving flags in them. Their main idea is that the pixels of the neighboring blocks, which are assumed to be the background, have similar changes over time and that the same patterns can be extracted from them. Although this argument is correct for the blocks extracted from an object in the background, it does not seem correct for the blocks that fall on the boundary of the objects separately due to different changes on both sides of the boundary. They are used to support pedestrian detection based on underground images. This method was performed on a dataset with 18 images, and the detection accuracy of this method was 98.11% [33]. The study’s [34] objective is to train the detector to identify a human action even when only a partial action example is present. To achieve this, a hybrid approach based on the fuzzy Bandler subproduct and the Kohut triangle is proposed in this work that combines the benefits of computer vision and fuzzy set theory. Building a frame-by-frame membership function for each potential motion type is novel. When a predetermined threshold is appropriately reached, detection is started. The benefits and efficacy of the suggested method are demonstrated by experimental results on a dataset that is publicly accessible. Source [35] offers a novel method for identifying and detecting human behavior. This work’s major goal is to show how to identify abnormal behavior in a constrained domain. The suggested method automatically detects people in regular films, or video surveillance feeds. When a person is considered in a frame, the action is recognized, and the human position is approximated. After that, the behavior is categorized as normal or abnormal. The models included in the proposed work include SSD MOBILENET for human action identification and the FAST R-CNN model for human detection in a video frame or image. Everyone needs to feel safe and secure at all times in our century. Many nations have purchased and implemented surveillance systems to secure their environment using high-definition CCTV cameras. As a result, automated CCTV surveillance systems can operate as security providers by spotting suspicious human behavior or intruder activity using CCTV footage. This is a difficult task. Models of suspicious behavior that only partially employ machine learning techniques can be used to do this. It has been discovered that several of the prior methods used techniques from deep learning, machine learning, IoT, and fuzzy logic. The proposed suspicious behavior detection model (SHBDM) efficiently extracts picture features using a CNN model pretrained on the ImageNet dataset known as Inception V3 (VGG-16). Python was used to create this system using an open-source framework. Compared to VGG-16 + LSTM and a straightforward CNN model, the precision accuracy of the system using Inception V3 + LSTM was enhanced by 88.8% [36]. Table I is an overview of the detection of abnormal human behavior in video images, whose problems and solutions have been studied in previous works.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Work</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[37]</td>
<td>Large numbers of people who never stop moving. The vertical arms and legs reaching out from the person distort the blobs' alignment.</td>
<td>Extrinsic appearance (geometry) and intrinsic appearance are used to parameterize the current mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[38]</td>
<td>High volume video data, for example, has intrinsic non-linearity, spatial localization of patterns, and noise, all of which must be dealt with by the complex interplay between Multiobject and the uncontrolled scene.</td>
<td>Demonstrate a subspace detector that learns non-linearly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[40]</td>
<td>It's challenging to make direct comparisons between motion and appearance representations, which are usually adapted to a certain scene domain.</td>
<td>Show a unified (temporal and spatial) model of form and movement (Mixture of dynamic texture).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[41]</td>
<td>Detection in a crowd scene may be impacted by factors like occlusion and fluctuating lighting.</td>
<td>The foreground was extracted using a double filtering technique, and the noise was diminished using a media filter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[42]</td>
<td>Crowds make it hard to identify and follow individual people. When faced with unexpected situations, learning, adaptive, and incremental approaches are not effective.</td>
<td>Exhibit a tiered strategy encompassing low, medium, and high.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[43]</td>
<td>Due to the intricate temporal dynamics and interactions among the behavior of numerous objects, anomalies tend to be subtle.</td>
<td>Implementing a Staggering Arrangement of Evolving Bayesian Networks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[44]</td>
<td>Analysis of crowd behavior is challenging. Complex behaviors such as line formation, laminar and turbulent flow, arching and clogging at exists, jamming around barriers, and panic have been seen in the movements of crowds. A grid of particles was placed on top of the image, and the particles were advected using the average space-time optical flow.</td>
<td>A grid of particles was placed on top of the image, and the particles were advected using the average space-time optical flow.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[45]</td>
<td>Normal behavior in a video scenario is difficult to predict, necessitating intensive labeling and training. Due to the high number of objects in a crowd scene, it is challenging to precisely monitor individual objects.</td>
<td>Using a patch-based local motion representation, introduce the novel idea of contextual anomaly into crowd analysis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[46]</td>
<td>In occlusions, the mobility of the people and things in the scene is exceedingly erratic. In a film with that many people, dissecting the behavior of each individual is an arduous process.</td>
<td>Exhibit a 3D Gaussian gradient in space and time that is rich, non-uniform, and localized.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
III. SUGGESTED APPROACH

The aim of this research is to increase the accuracy of abnormality detection using a cellular neural network based on video images. Observations show that, when there is a need to model busy and complex scenes, due to the presence of occlusion, the use of background subtraction for zoning motion regions and the trajectory method for feature extraction fail. So, to get features out of these kinds of scenes, local motion information should be extracted at the pixel level with the help of spatial and temporal detectors and optical flow features. The proposed detection system provides an improved method for feature selection using the differential evolution algorithm in the image using a cellular neural network. Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of the proposed approach.

B. Reading the Image

The first step in the proposed approach is to preprocess the video image to obtain the anomaly region. Since the changes in the intensity of the gray levels in the images prevent the accurate detection of the area related to the abnormality, therefore, in the proposed approach, the lighting improvement technique is used to linearly map the intensity values in the image to new values that are normally distributed in the range of 0 to 255. Also, to reduce existing noise and improve the image, a common median filter has been used.

C. Noise Reduction

The histogram is balanced by increasing the intensity values with the highest frequency. This method is useful in images where both background and foreground are dark, or both are light. In particular, this method can lead to better details in images produced under or overexposed to X-rays. In this paper, a median filter is used to reduce its noise. This filter is a non-linear digital image filtering method that considers each pixel and examines its nearest neighbors to determine a median value. Then the value of the pixels is replaced with the determined median value.

D. Increase Contrast

The first step in pre-processing is to use Gaussian function to increase the contrast in the original image. It is used before identifying the edges. Gaussian function in two-dimensional space is shown as Eq. (1) [4].

\[
G_{ij} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi\sigma^2}} e^{\frac{-(i^2+j^2)}{2\sigma^2}}, \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, n; \quad j = 1, 2, \ldots, m
\]  

(1)

Gaussian filter plays an important role in many feature extraction methods in such a way that the implementation of its function is equivalent to filtering the image using the Gaussian kernel and non-uniform sampling of the image.

E. Feature Extraction

The shape of objects is one of the important features in detecting anomalies in video images. Usually, anomalies with similar shapes belong to several classes. Therefore, in this research, most of the extracted features are related to the shape of the abnormality.

Fig. 2. Steps of the Proposed Method.
F. Feature Selection

Feature extraction is a process in which its salient and defining features are determined by performing an operation on the data. Feature extraction aims to make the raw data more usable for further statistical processing, classification, and clustering. Due to high convergence, the differential evolution algorithm was used at this stage to select basic features from among the extracted features. The dimensions of the images are 480 x 640. Due to the high and variable number of features in the images, this step on the image is necessary thing in order to be able to recognize the abnormality from the extracted features. In the differential evolution algorithm, a measure called mutual information according to Eq. (2) is used to evaluate (fitness calculation) of each chromosome produced in the algorithm:

$$MI(x; y) = \sum_{x \in X} \sum_{y \in Y} p(x, y) \log \left( \frac{p(x,y)}{p(x)p(y)} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where, generally, $p(t)$ is the probability of variable $t$.

In order to further investigate and evaluate the performance of the differential evolution algorithm in the feature selection stage, in addition to using the mutual information merit function, the Merit criterion according to Eq. (3) was also used as the merit function in the proposed method (main fitness function).

$$Merit = \frac{kR_{cf}}{\sqrt{k+k(k-1)/2}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

The differential evolution algorithm uses the generated training set to calculate the fitness function for the generated chromosome. Therefore, the evaluation of the chromosome to be in the fitness function includes the following three steps:

- A differential evolution algorithm codes the generated template.
- The selection of one of the two main images was randomly selected from the database and used by the differential evolution algorithm. In the next step, the evaluation begins.
- The output image produced by CNN to evaluate the chromosome fit value.

After generating a suitable template for CNN, all the images in two different databases were given to the CNN algorithm for classification. Also, the structure of chromosomes in the M-dimensional space of features is shown in Fig. 3. The features are coded as chromosomes in Fig. 3 to search in the space of the differential evolution algorithm. A unique code is considered for each feature in all P chromosomes.

G. Neural Network

In this research, the classification and diagnosis of the type of abnormality are based on the cellular neural network. For image processing purposes, the most common architecture is a two-dimensional network in which each processing unit interacts only with the $M \times N$ pixel cells that are its neighbors in the cell's permeation domain. Having a cellular network is a set of cells that has the property expressed in relation (4) $C_{ij}$ for the cell $r \geq 0$ with radius $S_{ij}(r)$ neighbors:

$$S_{ij}(r) = \{C_{kl}: \max(|k-i|,|l-j|) \leq r \ , \ 1 \leq k \leq M \ , \ 1 \leq l \leq N \}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

That the stimulus $u_{ij}(t)$ which is generally not visible, the input $x_{ij}(t)$ using the mode $c_{ij}$ of each cell that shows a measurable and observable value, and the input $y_{ij}(t)$ is external that enters the cell, the output is $M \times N$ using the coupled $M \times N$ differential equation called bias. The neural network dynamics describe the evolution of each cell's state and its interaction with its neighbors. For image processing purposes, the most common architecture is a two-dimensional network in which each processing unit interacts only with the $M \times N$ pixel cells that are its neighbors in the cell's permeation domain. Having a cellular network is a set of cells that has the property expressed in relation (5) $C_{ij}$ for the cell $r \geq 0$ with radius $S_{ij}(r)$ neighbors:

$$S_{ij}(r) = \{C_{kl}: \max(|k-i|,|l-j|) \leq r \ , \ 1 \leq k \leq M \ , \ 1 \leq l \leq N \}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

That the stimulus $u_{ij}(t)$ which is generally not observable, the input $x_{ij}(t)$ using 4-time variables of the state $c_{ij}$ of each cell that shows a measurable and observable value, and the
input $y_{ij}(t)$ is external to the cell is input, the output is $M \times N$ using the coupled $M \times N$ differential equation called bias. The neural network dynamics $z_{ij}(t)$ is described as $M \times N$ redundancy, which describes the evolution of the state of each cell and its interaction with its neighbors. It is used to process an image with pixels. In order to classify humans automatically in $M \times N$ pixel images, the intensity value of each pixel is given to humans from a cellular neural network containing the suspicious area as the input of the corresponding cell in the cellular neural network. The neural network used in this method is a network with two neural layers and three neural layers, which has the function of activating linear hidden layers and sigmoid output. Table II shows the parameters used for the neural network algorithm.

The neural network used in this research is considered in Fig. 5. For this model, relation (6) holds true:

$$\hat{y}_j(t + 1) = \sum_{i=1}^{M} G_i w_{ij} \exp\left(-\frac{\|x-m_i\|^2}{2\sigma_i^2}\right) \quad (6)$$

In this regard, $x(t) = [x_1(t) \ldots x_m(t)]^T$ indicates the input vector, $\hat{y}_j(t + 1)$ indicates the jth output, $w_{ij}$ indicates the synaptic weight between neurons $i$-th hidden and $j$-th output neuron, $G_i$ the Gaussian function in the $i$-th neuron of the hidden layer, $m_i$ and $\sigma^2$ respectively represent the center and width of the Gaussian function and $l$, the number of the Gaussian function, or in other words, equal to the number of hidden layer nodes.

![Fig. 4. Neighborhood of Cell c(i,j) r = 1, r = 2 Respectively.](image)

![Table II. Parameters used for neural network algorithm](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>arrangement</th>
<th>Variable name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Two layers and three layers</td>
<td>Network type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Number of hidden layers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>the neurons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear and sigmoid</td>
<td>Stimulator function</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 5. Proposed Neural Network Architecture.](image)
IV. EVALUATION AND EFFICIENCY

In this section, the numerical results of the proposed methods are presented in comparison with similar algorithms. This comparison has been made for samples in different conditions and challenges. All the experiments of this research have been done with MATLAB version 2017b software in Windows 10 operating system and on a Dell laptop with a 2-core 2 GHz central processor and 2 GB internal memory.

A. Numerical Results Obtained

This research will analyze and select images from the UCSD Anomaly Detection Dataset database. Also, the presented method will be implemented using MATLAB software, and the results presented in this thesis will be compared with those presented in previous papers. In some cases, where there are both color and abnormal size lesions, thresholding can play an important role because it has a uniform illumination intensity. In contrast, the anomaly does not have uniform illumination dimensions. As a result, thresholding determines the approximate location of the abnormality better. It should be noted that small objects and objects that exist after thresholding can be removed by calculating their area. Fig. 6 shows the implementation of the proposed method on different images from the video.

The comparison of anomaly detection in training data as seen in Fig. 7 is shown for the accuracy of detection at different levels. And as the accuracy of diagnosis has increased, the amount of training data has taken a downward trend. The more training data there are, the better the model created using the suggested algorithm covers the images, resulting in a similar system with the arrival of new test data and the ability to detect anomalies. This is the reason for improving the accuracy of detection by increasing the number of training data.

![Fig. 6. Anomaly Detection using the Method in different Images from the Video.](image-url)
Table III shows the parameters of the proposed difference evolution algorithm and their values. It should be noted that the values of the operators were selected by trial and error.

To ensure the correctness of the abnormality diagnosis, the final results and images must be reviewed and approved by an expert. However, to evaluate and check the efficiency of the proposed algorithm, the following criteria such as sensitivity, accuracy, and precision can be checked to estimate the correctness percentage of the proposed methods.

**B. Comparison of Anomaly Estimates**

Table IV shows the results of the proposed method. In our experiments, 40% to 90% of the training data were used, and we evaluated the anomaly detection results of the training data.

Table III. Algorithm Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>parameter</th>
<th>value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial population size</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of iterations (generations)</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The number of features of each variable</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutting rate</td>
<td>0/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composition rate</td>
<td>0/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beta</td>
<td>0/08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The decrease in detection accuracy with the increase in training data is because the more training data is, the more the model built with the proposed algorithm will have a higher computational load and perform anomaly detection with less accuracy. However, as it can be seen, the presented method is also effective in a small amount of training data. It is concluded from this figure that with fewer input data, we will have better training and better results will be obtained, and the prediction error will be minimized. It can be seen that even though all the parameters of this network are the same and only their initial weights and biases are different, the number of periods required to reach the desired error limit is very different. The interesting point is that, although after training, all the networks have reached the desired error limit and stopped at that limit, they will give different answers compared to the test samples.

**C. ROC Curve**

It has been used to evaluate and compare the tests presented in order to detect abnormalities with other methods in the same conditions. One of the ways to detect the strength of a classifier is to use the ROC chart and the area under that chart in such a way that if the area under the curve is low, it means a weak classification, and the more it is, it means a strong classification.

The difference between the ANN method and PROPOSED is in the combination of evolutionary algorithm and ANN, which parameters were optimized with differential evolution algorithm before neural network training. In Fig. 8, three classifications are compared based on the ROC curve. As can be seen, the sub-level of the proposed method is higher compared to the other two methods, and this means that the learning method has a better performance in classifying and diagnosing people's abnormalities.

**D. Comparison of the Results of Several Methods for Abnormality Diagnosis**

Accuracy and time criteria have been used to evaluate the presented algorithms to classify anomalies with other methods.
in the same conditions. Fig. 9 and 10, as well as Table V, compare the evaluation results of several methods for abnormality detection.

As seen in Fig. 9 and 10, the proposed solution was able to perform the anomaly detection operation in much less time and with relatively higher accuracy, which shows that the solution is optimal. This level of efficiency and optimality has been made possible with the help of a combined approach and the use of the differential evolution algorithm and the cellular neural network, which has found the solution to detect abnormalities in much less time and with proper accuracy. In the following, in the forms of 11 to 13 percent, the sensitivity, accuracy, and amount of correct prediction of the solutions are compared. The reason for checking these parameters is to evaluate the solution in the correct diagnosis with relatively high sensitivity. In diagnosing abnormal human behavior using video images, the sensitivity and correctness of the predictions must be high because the lower this level, the more reliable it is. It will also come down to the solution.

![Fig. 8. Comparison of Methods.](image)

![Fig. 9. Accuracy of Anomaly Detection in the Evaluated Solutions.](image)

![Fig. 10. Abnormality Detection Time in the Evaluated Solutions.](image)

![Fig. 11. The Level of Sensitivity in the Evaluated Solutions.](image)

As seen in Fig. 11, the proposed solution has been able to perform better than all three solutions in terms of sensitivity. This level of optimization is possible due to the combined solution presented in the previous chapter.

In Fig. 12, the proposed solution has performed better than the two solutions presented in [19] and [10], but with a slight difference, it has performed weaker than the solution presented in [16], but considering that the method presented in this research in terms of other important parameters such as percentage of correct prediction or sensitivity, it has performed much better, this small weakness can be ignored.

![Fig. 13. The Percentage of Correct Predictions.](image)

Table VI shows the numerical values of the proposed method in abnormality detection.
The UCSD Anomaly Detection Dataset database was used to analyze the images:


V. CONCLUSION

In this research, a computationally efficient algorithm for anomaly detection on video images with high resolution is presented. The proposed method has higher speed and accuracy compared to other methods. The advantage of the algorithm is that it has an execution time of three seconds on a home computer. The proposed method has higher accuracy and precision in comparison with other methods. The advantage of the algorithm is that it has an accuracy of 96.5% on a home computer, and the average sensitivity criterion is 98.6%/97.2%.

VI. SUGGESTIONS

It is suggested that in the future, the following things should be investigated to improve the methods presented in this paper. The proposed method has a good potential for classifying video objects such as cars in color images. Improving the proposed methods to reduce the time of abnormality detection, which can be used to improve the abnormality detection using the combined methods of the neural network, which requires a supercomputer.
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